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Developing of Reading Literacy of pupil at the primary
school

The paper is about research of developing Reading Literacy, specifically we focused
on the language and cognition in developing of text comprehension of a pupil at the
primary school. The main purpose of our research is to theoretically refer to and
empirically justify the relation between the cognitive and language functions in the
process of text comprehension via cognitive functions stimulation. We highlight the
necessity of cognitive functions in text reception and their reflection in individual
levels of text comprehension. Based on this, we present a new approach, which
assumes that cognitive functions stimulation, along with understanding the
relationship between language and cognitive processes, effectively influences pupil´s
ability to comprehend the text on various levels. When solving the research problem

how does the stimulation of cognitive functions affect the development of text
comprehension levels of a pupil at the primary school, we base our theory on
cognitive linguistics postulates, text comprehension theories, as well as theories of
verbal, cognitive and metacognitive development of a child. Consequently, the
methodology of research is based on the Theory of Mediated Constructivism. In the
empirical part of our research, we justify the qualitative preference of the research
project and used methods.
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Key Words: Language, Cognition, Reading Literacy Study, Text Comprehension,
Levels of Text Comprehension, Stimulating of Cognitive Functions, Theory of
Mediated Constructivism, Metacognition.
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Developing the field of drama therapy

The conference contribution presents outcomes of the beginning phase of the
international cooperation in building teams of drama therapists and developing
research in the field of drama therapy. In Czech Republic, drama therapy has its
tradition in special education and in mental health care. Practitioners as well as
scholars feel the need for assessment tools that would show why and how drama
therapy is effective and helpful to clients. The research team of UPOL aims to develop
and validate assessment tools specific for drama therapy practice. Drama therapy is
still a new field also world-wide and it was created based on therapeutic benefits of
drama and theatre. It consists of many different approaches that vary in terminology,
background philosophy or methods. It is necessary to explore the common grounds
among these approaches rather than to create new theories. This research project
thus started with a thorough literature review focused on common therapeutic
factors that will serve as a springboard for more general assessment methods. In this
context, it is also necessary to maintain and gain new international connections in the
field, in order to work together on common transferrable goals.

Key Words: assessment, drama therapy, international research teams.
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The Material Value Ethics of Dietrich von Hildebrand
and Max Scheler

My research is in the material value ethics of Dietrich von Hildebrand (1889–1977)
and Max Scheler (1874–1928). The ethics systematizes and defends objective values,
which, in the view of the two authors, entail objective moral truths. The ethics is
material in the sense of not being formal: the authors claim at least some moral
truths do not hold in virtue of, nor are known solely from, very general – formal –
truths. This does not prevent Scheler and von Hildebrand from defence of general
moral truths. But the defence is not by way of a positive argument. They think we
know some truths intuitively. Here, intuition is not a hunch, nor a gut feeling. It is
non-argumentative but absolutely certain knowledge. No wonder this approach has
been criticized as dogmatic and useless. I have researched whether this accusation is
substantiated. Scheler and von Hildebrand also take some moral truths to be
necessary. I have researched what this necessity amounts to, and why Hildebrand
denies it to certain other truths, especially to the the laws of nature. I discussed this
issue with Prof. Josef Seifert – von Hildebrand’s most prolific student – during my
three-month’s stay at the International Academy for Philosophy in Liechtenstein (IAP).
Finally, von Hildebrand claims that a human person is truly happy only if she knows
objective values and responds to them in a way that is objectively adequate. I
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discovered in the IAP von Hildebrand’s manuscript of a book-length treatise on
morality and happiness. It has not been published, nor discussed in print. Its
comparison with von Hildebrand’s published work will shed more light on his reasons
for the claim that true happiness and morality are connected.

Key Words: Axiological ethics, Ethical intuitionism, Metaphysical necessity, Modal
epistemology, Happiness.
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Human rights
organisations

in

peace

operations

of

regional

The project focuses on human rights as part of normative and value framework of
peace operations conducted by regional organisations. The choice of project´s topic
not only follows the longstanding interest of the post-doc in international law issues
of regional collective security (PhD thesis: International Law Aspects of EU´s Military
Operations), but reflects also the very fact that human rights in peace operations are
considered in practice, as well as in the doctrine of international law, a burning issue.
The project starts from four basic premises: (1) There is a wider view that regional
organisations play a continuously important role in maintaining of international
peace and security. Even the United Nations remains the principal actor in this field,
already since its establishment the UN has been viewed as suffering from a certain
insufficiency resulting from its structural and institutional limits. In order to remedy
this situation, regional arrangements came into existence. Currently they provide
regional capabilities in order to deal with peace and security crises. This growing
importance of regional organisations has been recognized by the UN itself in a row of
documents, such as by the UN Security Council Resolution 1631 (from 16 October
2005). (2) Regional organizations grew in two last decades to significant actors in the
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area of international peace and security, and are striving to become more self-reliant
in responding to armed conflict or other crisis situations. The emancipation of
regional organizations (such as the EU or African Union) in the area of international
peace and security manifests itself through an increasing number, scope and
complexity of peace operations.

(3) Future prospects: The trend towards more and

stronger involvement of regional organisations in peace and security issues through
peace operations will definitely continue, which makes the legal evaluation of peace
operations´ practice a burning issue at the present and for the future. (4) The steadily
growing numbers and broadening of the scope regional organisations´ operations
point urgently to the need to analyze these developments through the prism of
international human rights law. The practice of peace operations shows that
identification of applicable human rights norms, but also when and how human rights
bind upon international organisations when deploying troops outside the territory of
their Member States, constitutes a complex issue and a significant challenge.
With regard to methodology, mainly descriptive and analytical approach for legal
research will be used and combined, covering both, primary and secondary sources
of information. An integral part of the project is a stay at the Max Planck Institute for

Comparative Public Law and International Law, which will allow to access the relevant
secondary sources of information and possibly to discuss the project´s aspects with
experts of the institute.

Key Words: Human rights, peace operations, international organisations.
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How to Assess International Criminal Court's Practice
(2005-2015)

Project - Assessment of Present International Criminal Court's Practice (2005-2015) –
is focused on an analysis of early judicial decisions of the International Criminal Court
in following areas: (a) general principles of international criminal law; (b) elements of
crimes under international law and forms of responsibility; (c) selected procedural
aspects; (d) participation of victims in proceedings; (e) complementarity and
cooperation with the International Criminal Court. Topic of research shall be
elaborated with respect to the latest case-law, i.e. even a case-law rendered during
research. The aim of the project is not only analysis of relevant case-law but at the
same time its retrospective (usage of older international criminal tribunals' decisions)
and perspective assessment (progressive interpretation of the International Criminal
Court's Statute, prediction of future development in the ICC's case-law). The
contribution presented at the first POST-UP conference shall focus on methodology
of research; it shall further introduce research tasks and questions and set
hypotheses.
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Key Words: International Criminal Court, case-law, retrospective and perspective
analysis, methodology, hypotheses.
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Essential Requisites of Democracy and Rule of Law in
the Czech Constitution

The Article 9 para. 2 of the Czech Constitution states: „The change of the essential
requisites of democracy and rule of law is inadmissible.“ This provision has proven
itself to be very important as a limit for constitutional amendments. However, since
the wording of the provision is very vague, it is unclear, which exact provisions of the
Czech Constitution does it protect and in what way. Therefore the main aims of my
research are to define the content of the concept of „essential requisites of
democracy and rule of law“ and the role of this concept in the Czech constitutional
system.
The basic structure for the first part of the research is to analyze the basic
constitutional principles of democracy and rule of law and identify the essential
requisites from among them. In the literature, there is no universal agreement on
these questions, so the answer must be based on the analysis of the case-law of the
Czech Constitutional Court and selected other constitutional courts. Furthermore, a
comparative analysis will have to be conducted in order to identify the principles
common for democratic constitutional systems based on rule of law.
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A specific question arising in this context is the comparison of concept of Rule of Law
and Rechtstaat, which seem to be identical, but under deeper analysis there are
important differences. Understanding of these differences is important for
interpreting the Art. 9 para. 2 of the Czech Constitution.
The second part of the research deals with role of Art. 9 para. 2 of the Czech
Constitution. There is no enforcement mechanism, but the Czech Constitutional Court
assumed the power to review the compatibility of constitutional amendments with
this provision. This is the most obvious effect of Art. 9 para. 2 of the Czech
Constitution, but there are other effects it has in the Czech constitutional system that
have to be analyzed. First of them is interpretational role regarding the Czech
Constitution as a whole. The other is the stipulation of the key values that are basis
for the whole Czech Constitution. The aim of this research is to identify other possible
effects of Art. 9 para. 2 of the Czech Constitution.
After laying theoretical basis for both parts of the research, practical situaton that
arise in Czec constitutional practice will be analyzed in order to test the outcomes of
the research in real-life situations. The ambition of this analysis is to provide
interpretation of the Czech Constitution based on principles and values embedded in
its Art. 9 para. 2 and thus provide answers to questions connected to extent of
presidential powers and responsibility, the balance between legislative and executive
power, the role of judicial power and others.

Key Words: Rule of Law, Rechtstaat, Democracy, Czech Constitution, Eternity Clause.
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Focused on the Fundamental Rights Messiah - The
Research on the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union

Each system of governance which is able to regulate lives of human beings
necessitates internal system of brakes and restrictions, which serve as the basic
guarantee of the protection of dignity, privacy and happy life of the individual. Only
then it can be considered legitimate, democratic and entitled to permanent existence.
Only such a system can be described as constitutional one. When the ambition of the
European Union is to bear signs of the constitutional order it is necessary to accept
and actively create a supranational system of protection of fundamental rights of the
individual.
According to the first paragraph of article 6 TEU the effect of the Lisbon Treaty (1st
December 2009), the Union catalogue of human rights - the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union has become a legally binding document and regular
part of European Union law. Thanks to this legal cornerstone the Union obtained an
internal instrument of identification and protection of human rights, which is the first
pillar of the whole system. The role of Charter is crucial. On one side it confirmed the
attitude of the Court of Justice towards the fundamental rights from the previous
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decades. And from another point of view it fulfilled the requirement of legal certainty
of the holder of fundamental rights by making them visible and manifested. The great
deal made by the Court of Justice by introduction of the fundamental rights as
General Principles (see further) was always connected with the risk of uncertainty and
unpredictability. As AG Mazák rightly stressed (AG Opinion in C-411/05 Palacios) “in
the nature of general principles of law, which are to be sought rather in the Platonic
heaven of law than in the law books, that both their existence and their substantive
content are marked by uncertainty.” Charter is the tool of minimalizing of that
uncertainty and this seems to be its crucial added value.
My post-doctoral research project addresses the issue of judicial reflection of
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU. Its aim is to develop a comprehensive
analysis of the role and the characteristic of the Charter in the ongoing process of
material constitutionalization of the Union, to analyse how EU judicial authorities and
the courts of selected EU Member States asses this document and what is its position
within the case-law of those courts.
In my study I decided to follow two lines of research :
•

The first (practical) line presents the in-depth case-law study. Here I am

analysing the content and language of case law of EU Courts and selected national
courts related to the Charter. The need for reflection of case-law is quite urgent here
once we are working whit a new source of law (Charter was adopted in 2000, but
legally binding is only since 2009). My interest is connected with the question
whether and how this relatively clear written source of law has been semantically
modified through its application in the practice.
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•

The second (doctrinal) line is focused on the issue of the importance,

characteristic and definition of the Charter within the theory of European Union law.
Attention is paid to the character that judicial authorities admit to the Charter and the
importance of their approach towards the Charter for the protection of individual
rights within the system of EU law. Existence of the Charter raises debate over
questions of its position in the hierarchy of sources of European law, relation to the
national human rights standards as well as adjustments to the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. All this questions form the
complex picture of the constitutional role of the Charter.
Key Words: Supranational Constitutionality, Legitimacy, Protection of Individual,
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, Characteristic, Constitutional
Role of the Charter, Interpretation, Application.
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Are there any limits in human rights law interpretation?

The protection of individual human rights is the key institute of XX. century. In the
European context, this protection is represented particulary trough the European
Court of Human Rights procedure. In a large number of cases, in order to provide
with protection of individual human rights, the ECourtHR has mentioned an evolotive
interpretation doctrine. In other words, ECourtHR is interpretating, according to its
judgements, the European Convention on Human Rights this international instrument
as a vital instrument, able to react on cultural, social, ethical, religious or other
development in European region. The main question wich is at stake concerns limits
of this doctrine of evolutive interpretation. Are there any limits in human rights law
interpretation? How far ECourtHR can go in interpreting European Convention.? Have
individual human rights always

a guaranted primacy? In the research, especially

dabated and controversial aspects of evolutive interpretation will be dealt with – such
as the question of right to life (euthanasia, abortion), right to private and family lifie
(religious aspects, rights of sexual minorities). The hypothesis is to show, that through
the total protection of individual human rights human society, generally speaking,
can live a large difficulties in the future.
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Key Words: Evolutive interpretation, human rights, ethics, philosophy of human
rights.
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Symbolical dimensions of bodily movement

The background of my research comes from phenomenology, which a philosophical
approach striving to study and describe the structures of the world as it is lived by us,
in contrast namely to the world explained by the constructions of modern science.
Some of the most significant structures of our experience are related to the fact that
we are bodily beings and that the human body is not a mere object of our studies,
but a proto-fact that anchors us in the world as the center of orientation and the
“agent” of our actions. A similarly important role can be attributed to the bodily
movement: the phenomenologues have shown that there is no perception without
the movement of “grasping”, without a “querying” coming from the body.
In the more general context of the “physical culture”, the point is to investigate this
kind of circular relationship between the “subjective” bodily movements and the
“objective” surrounding reality on a deeper level which would be not only cognitive,
but otherwise generally important for human life. In our research we would like to
focus mainly on the questions of health, authenticity or even spirituality.
It has been shown for instance that there is a circular relationship between the bodily
positions and movements during a prayer and its meaning, or symbolical value. The
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spiritual relationship with reality does not come to us only “from above”, to bring
about the physical actions observable during the prayer: it is the physical movements
of the prayer that equally “call” for this spiritual relationship. If this mutual
conditioning between the meaning of the reality and our motoric “palpating” of it can
be accepted as valid in general, our research question is: can we “induce” for example
spirituality by understanding the movements it is usually accompanied by? Or
inversely, can we understand the specificity our world by describing our movements
in it?
Key Words: human body, bodily movement, perception, place, authenticity,
spirituality, tourism, pilgrimage.
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An Exploration of Meaning, Spiritual Experience,
Positive Psychology, and Well-being in People’s
Everyday Life

The purpose of our study is to explore how people realize meaningfulness, spiritual
awareness, and well-being in their everyday experience across various perspectives.
From leisure and recreation perspective, we content that pastime involvement
positively contribute to the positive affect, improvement of physical healthiness, life
satisfaction, and well-being. We have examined the relationships between those
variables across the different groups of people so we can apply our findings to the
extended fields of studies. In this regard, aging population is targeted because
physical activity has been regarded as an important facilitator for quality life among
older adults. Findings of our study will allow us to provide potential implications for
designing effective social support to thrive positive ageing aspects through
kinesthetic activity.
Our inquiry also focuses on the investigation of people’s spiritual dimension including
purpose in life, spiritual practice and health, and authenticity. People undoubtedly
have ample experience regarding spirituality in everyday life. The purpose of the
study is (1) to explore how people actively create opportunities to pursue the spiritual
acquisition within the complexities of social structures and demands; and (2) to
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determine if physical activities contribute to the quality of spirituality and in what
ways. The richness of the data will be achieved by conducting empirical studies both
quantitative (e.g., survey) and qualitative (e.g., in-depth interview) approaches. We
expect our findings to further our understanding of individual’s intensive experience
with spirituality and its constructed meanings.
Key Words: Spirituality (spiritual experience), authenticity, (psychological) well-being,
pastime (leisure involvement), aging, physical activity.
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The muscle functions during strength exercise

My profession is strength training and its general impact on athletes. I focus on the
assessment of strength training methods from the perspective of health, safety and
efficiency for sports performance.

I did long term research in the transfer of

anaerobic abilities in skating performance of ice hockey players.
During my doctoral studies, I performed coaching activities for professional athletes,
as well as the general population, when I continued in research. One of the results of
my research was the utility model of skate measuring the interactive forces during
skating. In the context of publishing I am the author of education materials used by
the Czech Association of Fitness and Body Building, “Functional Strength Training”
and materials used by the Czech Ice Hockey Association, “Yearlong Strength Training
for Ice Hockey Players”.
In the current project, I´m continuing in the assessment of training methods, where
we evaluate the involvement of muscle groups at different levels of load during
walking. This research needs research team experienced in training process,
physiotherapy and biomechanics.
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The aim of our current research is to find and approve appropriate training methods
which activate movement patterns just to the point of exhaustion of separate muscle
groups. This appropriate training method should contain exercise techniques,
exercise order, amount of increase load and field testing protocols.

Research team:
Doc. PaedDr. Michal Lehnert specialist for strength exercise and research.
Mgr. Zuzana Xaverová specialist for isokinetics strength measurement.
Mgr. Zdeněk Svoboda Ph.D. expert in bio-mechanics and performing 3D movement
measurement.
Mgr. Zaatar Amr Mohamed Zaki Ph.D. is specialized physiotherapist for muscle
involvement and electromyography measurement.
Key Words: Strength training, applied biomechanics, muscles activation, effect of
exercise, isokinetic.
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Research of relationship between selected aspects of
walking and somatic characteristics

Research

problem

has

multidisciplinary

character

and

belongs

to

the

kinanthropology, podology, biomechanics and somatodiagnostics. We focus on the
comprehensive exact study of the foot from aspect of morphology, structure,
function and their large-scale relations to the body composition.
Aim of research: Determination of basic relations between the body composition
indicators and type of foot, morphological characteristics, static and dynamic foot
parameters, which are monitored on the standing foot or during walking in female
aged 45–70 years.
Research team: Mentor: Miroslava Přidalová.
Other members: Zdeněk Svoboda and research investigators of GAČR project n. 1332935S.
Previous research practical experience:
- reserach of the efect of intense physical training on the somatic, psychosocial and
sexual development of the pubescent girls.
- research of the body composition and other selected exogenous factors in
relationship to the static foot parameters in young adult female population
(somatodiagnostics - body composition obtained by various anthropometry
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methods; podology - foot characteristics obtained by podometry and plantografic
methods).

Key Words: Walking, foot morphology, foot vault, foot deformities, biomechanics,
foot scan, plantar pressure, body composition, bioelectrical impedance analysis,
somatic indexes.
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Walking and motor difficulties in children: Is it possible
to detect motor coordination problems through
walking?

Introduction: children with specific motor skills deficits are referred to as displaying
Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) (American Psychiatric Association, 1994).
DCD children, also called motor skills disorder, coordination disorder, incoordination
or clumsy children, report visual perception problems, so that they have fewer
resources for processing sensory information (Wilson and McKenzie, 1998).

Aim: The aim of the research is to use analyze of the walking and gait pattern in
children under different conditions (visual and propioceptive) for identification of
possible functional symptoms of DCD in young children (6-10 years).

Method:
Particpants. The participants of the study will be children from 6 to 10 years old
(n=80-100 children), 50% from each group (Typicaly Development Children and
Developmental Coordination Disorder Children) matched in age and gender.

Instruments: The Optojump equipment will be used to analyze the gait pattern and
obtain the data requiered. The Plato system googles will be used to manipulate the
visual information.

Procedure: At the beginning of the experiment all the participants will be required to
change their shoes and walk and familiarize with a new ones given by the research
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team. As a way to warm up, the participants should walk normally two times throw
the walkway without any instructions. Then, they will be divided into two groups
based on the ABC scores: Developmental Coordination Disorders group (DCD) and
Typically Development group (TD). After that, each of these groups will be randomly
assigned in the 4 subgroups: Full Vision (FV), Limited Vision A (LVA) and Limited
Vision B (LVB) Completed Obstructed Vision (COV). Every subgroup will be required
to walk (two trials) in two different proprioceptive and four visual conditions using
within-subject design: Normal Walking (NW) and Limited Propioception Walking
(LPW).

Research design: 2 (levels of motor competence: TD vs. DCD) X 4 (visual conditions)
X 2 (proprioceptive conditions)
Factor of motor comeptence: 2 levels. 1. Typically Developmentl Children (TD) and 2.
Developmental Coordination Disorder Children (DCD)
Factor of visual condition: 4 levels. 1. Full Vision (FV), completed or normal vision; 2.
Limited Vision A (LVA), glasses 100 ms opned and 1000 ms closed; 3. Limited Vision B
(LVB), glasses 180 ms opened and 1000 ms closed; 4. Completed Obstructed Vision
(COV), glasses close all the time)
Factor of propioceptive condition: 2 levels. 1. (NW) Walking with shoes. 2. (LPW)
Walking barefoot.
Key Words: Coordination, Visual perception, Motor planning, Balance, Gait pattern,
DCD children.
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The effect of primary mobility impairment on
participation of students with physical disabilities in
general physical education

Our project deals with inclusion of students with physical disabilities into physical
education (PE).
The aim of the project is to describe the effect of walking and mobility impairments
on the integration in PE of students with disabilities and their intact classmates, using
the CEPI-PE protocol (Klavina, 2011). The aim of our research is to clarify the specifics
of inclusive physical education in the Czech Republic and teaching strategy which
using elements of peer tutoring in secondary schools. The aim of this work will be
also the most comprehensive insight into the problems and subsequent intervention
allowing changes which could positively affect social interaction between students
and their personal development through the inclusive physical activities. The main
target groups are students with disabilities who are included into elementary school
participating in physical education. Then the physical education teachers, peer tutors
with and other students involved into lessons and teacher´s assistants.
A partial aim of our research is to define the professional competences of educators
in relation to their work with students with primary walking and mobility impairments,
using (SE-PETE-D) Self-Efficacy Scale for Physical Education Teacher Education Majors
towards Children with Disabilities and the optimization of their professional
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preparation. In addition, identify and describe self-efficacy to support the
implementation of integrated teaching physical education students' teaching physical
education at selected universities and a comparative study between the Czech
Republic and Canada. It was made a translation of questionnaires from English into
Czech language which is still in the process of standardization in the Czech Republic.
The research falls into the category of combined - qualitatively and quantitatively
oriented research. Due to the holistic approach to identifying and analyzing the
factors influencing the implementation of elements of peer tutoring as alternative
educational strategies must focus only on a limited number of probands. Specifics of
students with disabilities commonly integrated in a Czech education other procedure
does not allow.
Our research team consists of PhD. students Lucie Ješinová and Radka Bartoňová for
the topics regarding of integration in PE of students with disabilities and the CEPI-PE
protocol; and Ladislav Baloun and Alena Migdauová for the Self-Efficacy Scale
questionnaire. From the academic teachers are in the research involved Martin
Kudláček and Ondřej Ješina.
Key Words: Adapted physical activity, physical education, inclusion, peer tutoring,
Self-Efficacy.
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The research of personality focused on socio-workmotivational characteristics with an impact on the
diagnostics of personality

This paper focuses on selected psychological concepts of personality aimed on the
motivational dimension of human behavior and the Five-Factor Model of Presonality
in the Workplace. Motivation, deviation, absences, and job satisfaction are related to
the five factors. The hypothesis that personality characteristics influence physical
health occupies a central pace in health psychology and related fields. Such
associoations are also important in personality science, as they counter the
suggestions that personality measures have limited predictive utilitay.
Motivation can be defined as the driving force behind all the actions of an individual.
Motivation is based on your emotions and achievement-related goals. There are
different forms of motivation including extrinsic, intrinsic, physiological, and
achievement motivation. There are also more negative forms of motivation.
Achievement motivation can be defined as the need for success or the attainment of
excellence.
For the above mentioned reasons are theoretically including topics as self and self
efficacy. Whithin the design specification of the research project (including
methodological, ethical and time line) we have prepared request for cooperation, that
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was sent to selected specialists, research-oriented on personality issuses under the
workplace with a global reputation.
The main goal of research is focused on socio-work-motivational characteristics with
an impact on the diagnostics of personality. The partial aim is primarily build specific
test batteries that will be used for data collection (obtaining the approval of foreign
institutions on their use, modification, extension, and conversion to the digital form).
Pilot surveys and explorations for verification of relevant scales verifies the intended
use of electronic data collection (specifically focusing on the limits of the research,
criticism of the proposed procedure).

Key Words: Psychological concepts of personality, Diagnostics tests of personality,
Socio-motivational characteristics, motive, motivation, modern personality models.
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Local government studies and potential for their
development in CEE

Generally, local government studies are underdeveloped in the Central and Eastern
European countries. This statement is valid in comparison with both the conditions in
the U.S. and Western European conditions. Taking into account this state,
development of local government studies is needed but it must be understand as a
complex problem. It means that not only more intensive research in this field is
necessary but also relevant university study programs should contain courses focused
on local government as well as related issues.
I would like to present my recent research activities in this field and further plans, too.
Besides, I would like to present a proposal for improvement of local government
studies as academic discipline in the Central and Eastern European countries.

Key Words: Local government, local democracy, local politics, local development,
Central and Eastern European countries.
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Non-Royal Towns in Early Modern Era in Relations to
the Manorial Authorities and Rural Background

The contribution tries hard to describe the main contours of the author’s research. It
is inspired in the approach to the investigated topic particularly by the theory of
central place and basic tenets of structuralism and deals with the relationship of the
non-royal town in the early modern era to the manorial authorities and their officials
on the one hand and to the rural background on the other. For answering the given
questions, we have chosen the Moravian towns owned by bishop of Olomouc,
namely in the time horizon of the 16th and 17th century. At first the towns or better
the domains are focused as one of elements in the wider structure of the estate of
the bishop of Olomouc. Finally the towns are postulated to the position of the center
in the narrower structure of the domain, and we investigate to what extent its
relationships to other settlement units and manorial authorities were realized in the
given delimitation, and how far the towns were defined by them. In these intentions
the research directs to demographic, administrative, legal and economic questions,
which is, however, not to suggest that the other spheres of town life played a less
significant role in the given period and in the given area.
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Key Words: Early modern period, non-royal towns, bishop of Olomouc, domain, rural
background, centre, relations.
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Gender dimension of the urban space in the late
Middle Ages

The speaker would like to present her field of specialization, which is the research of
the urban space in the late Middle Ages, especially in the integration of the gender
perspective. The urban space was gendered. This statement is not surprising.
Nevertheless, it remains questionable what was the dynamics in the process of
distribution of power between genders in urban societies. It is nor common nor easy
to trace women´s activities in civil society in late medieval Czech towns. One reason is
the restricted nature (quantitative as well as qualitative) of the surviving
documentation, the other lies in the sometimes too narrow range of questions we use
for our enquiry. If we take in our consideration guild or town´s council records, we
can see almost only men operating in these structures. From this point of view it
could seem that a medieval city as such used to be an exclusive space for male
hegemony, and therefore (not surprisingly), in this light it has been interpreted
throughout the Czech historiography. Looking at institutional networks and official
mechanisms of power only, women´s agency can easily slip away from our sight. But
politics is constituted not only by institutions. In fact, it is complex and involves the
whole social life of the town or city. Focusing on women and their life strategies we
are able to trace informal and subtle social interactions and networks that were as
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much important to the microcosm of every city as the formal ones, in medieval era
dominated exclusively by men. As medieval women were excluded by law from public
offices, we have to seek their opportunities elsewhere. The presented paper will focus
on these strategies and mechanisms, which corresponds to the main aims and
research objectives of the postdoctorate project.

Key Words: history, urban history, Middle Ages, medieval town, gender.
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Synthesis of some isotope labelled tryptophan
metabolites for the analysis of tryptophan metabolism
in human serum and cerebrospinal fluid

L-Trypthophan is one of the essential amino acids. It is known that in mammalian
cells, tryptophan is degraded primarily through the kynurenine pathway which, due to
a significant number of recently developed pharmacological tools, has been well
examined experimentally. Even though the biochemical functions of major
tryptophan metabolites are well investigated, the minor tryptophan metabolites,
however, lack the focus of relevant scientific interest. Consequently, comprehensive
data regarding physiological roles, human tissue and body fluids levels of tryptophan
metabolites, as well as the dynamic state of metabolism itself, can not be claimed to
be fully certain.
Therefor, synthesis of several isotope labelled tryptophan metabolites of the
analytical interest, i.e. N-methyltryptamine-d3, N-methylserotonin-d3 and Nacylserotonin-d3 will be discussed in this communication. In each case, the synthetic
approach chosen, consisting of strategic protection-deprotection steps, will enable to
make use of cheap labeling reagents (acetyl chloride-d3, iodomethane-d3) in the late
stage of the synthesis.
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Key Words: trypthophan, metabolism, metabolites, isotope labelling, deuterium, Nmethyltryptamine, N-methylserotonin, N-acylserotonin.
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Development and optimization of assays for high
content screening platform

In the Institute of Molecular and Translational Medicine screening laboratory we
attempt develop a High Content Screening methodology which uses automated
fluorescence microscopy and imaging processing tools to provide detailed
knowledge about targets or compounds of interest at the cellular level. For this
purpose, we are setting up robotic station to automatize assays for screening of
thousands of new chemical compounds as potential therapeutic targets. Efficient
screening process requires, that assays we develop must be desighn for automated
cell plating, addition of compounds, time lapse video-microscopy, absorbance or
fluorescence measurements. Each of this methods needs to be separately validated to
be able to put it into automatic assay pipeline. Currently, we are aiming to sett up
assays for automated cell cycle analysis, cell cytotoxicity assay and protein-RNA
interaction.

Key Words: High content screaning, assay automatization, robotic station.
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2D to 3D: Advances in drug screening protocol

As a young researcher early in my career, I am keen to pursue an academic career in
the field of neurodegenerative diseases and small molecule compounds for their
treatment. Undoubtedly, for an early stage researcher postdoctoral training is the first
stepping stone to an academic life. In this regard, I aim to make a noble use of my
current position as a learning opportunity to hone and expand the breadth of my
research skills and competences, whilst contributing significantly to the ongoing
research at Palacky University.
My current research in the chemical biology and experimental therapeutics group,
under the supervision of A/Prof. Marián Hajdúch and Dr. Petr Džubák, focuses on the
use of three-dimensional cell culture model for screening of potential anticancer
compounds. One of my primary objectives is to establish 3D cell culture system
compatible with the high throughput screening facility in our lab. Three-dimensional
cell culture models are emerging as promising tools for laboratories focused on drug
development research. We presume that 3D cell cultures that display in vivo tumorlike characteristics will be a valuable addition to the routine drug screening protocol
of the lab.
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My previous research experience has been in the field of neuroscience, especially
focused on the potential use of microtubule-targeting small molecule compounds for
the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases. The data generated from my study are
an important addition on the potential use of microtubule drugs as clinical tool for
slowing down the progression of neurodegenerative diseases.
In conclusion, the true essence of a postdoctoral experience is to prepare an
individual for the wider scientific community. I am certain that the knowledge I gather
during my current tenure will skillfully augment my expertise consistent with my
long-term professional goal.

Key Words: Cancer; high throughput screening; small molecules; three-dimensional
cell culture.
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The classification of bacteria using Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy have been used for a long time for the characterization of
various biomolecules (nucleic acids, proteins, lipids, etc.) and their interaction with a
wide range of chemical compounds [1]. In contrast to other commonly used
laboratory techniques, Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive method that
combines a high structural sensitivity with undemanding or no sample preparation.
That is, it can be applied to a broad range of samples differing in a state of matter
(powder, gel, liquid, solid, gas). With the advent of ultra-sensitive CCD detectors as
well as high quality optical components having improved throughput, fast Raman
confocal imaging is nowadays becoming increasingly popular [2]. As a postdoc at
Palacký University, I joined Department of Pharmacology and started to use the
Raman micro-imaging system at UMTM (Alpha 300R from Witec company, Ulm) to
classify bacteria. To address this issue, we collaborate with Dr. Röderová and Dr.
Husičková from Department of microbiology at Palacký University who prepare for us
bacterial cultures of interest. The main objective of this investigation is not only to
classify different genera and species of bacteria but also to try to differentiate
between various strains within one species, which is more challenging. In this effort,
we intend to cooperate closely with the group of prof. Jürgen Popp (Jena, Germany)
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who are leaders in this field [3]. The classification of bacteria involves the
accumulation of a huge amount of data at different experimental conditions
determined by a studied bacterial culture, cultivation procedure and distinct
measuring setups (the choice of a laser excitation, the power at the sample,
acquisition time). That is why, it will be essential to develop a way to handle large
datasets employing sophisticated pattern recognition techniques such PCA (principal
component analysis), artificial neural network or support vector machines [4].
References:
[1] Thomas G. J., Jr. (1999) Raman spectroscopy of protein and nucleic acid
assemblies. Annual Review of Biophysics and Biomolecular Structure 28, 1–27.
[2] Dieing T., Hollricher O., Toporski J. (Eds.) Confocal Raman microscopy; Springer
series in optical sciences (2011). ISBN-13: 978-3-642-12522-5.
[3] Schmid U., Rösch P., Krause M., Harz M., Popp J., Baumann K. (2009) Gaussian
mixture discriminant analysis for the single-cell differentiation of bacteria using
micro – Raman spectroscopy. Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory Systems
96, 159-171.
[4] Bishop C. M. Pattern recognition and machine learning; Springer (2006). ISBN13: 978-0387-31073-2.
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Lung inflammatory disease and miRNA profiling

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small, 20-24 nucleotides in length, non-coding RNA
molecules that regulate gene expression by downregulating the target mRNAs. The
aberrant activity of miRNAs affects several biological processes including lung
inflammatory diseases. Extracellular miRNAs are attributed as potential biomarkers
due to their high stability, being isolated from several body fluids including
bronchoalveloar lavage (BAL), and are detectable through non-invasive techniques
such as RT-qPCR. Recent reports imply that these stable miRNAs are packaged by
membrane-derived vesicles during cellular transport that protect them against
degradation. Thus, exosomes play a major role in cell-to-cell communication. The
expression of exosomal miRNA in BAL fluid from lung inflammatory diseases has
remained elusive. Thus, profiling exosomal miRNAs may help to identify a novel
marker implicated in disease pathogenesis.
Exosomes were isolated from BAL fluid of healthy control and patients with lung
disorders (pulmonary sarcoidosis, IPF, COPD, asthma) using differential centrifugation
at 3,000 g, followed by 10,000 g for 30 min each at 4°C. The supernatant was filtered
through 0.2 µm filters and centrifuged at 140,000 g for 2 hrs at 4°C. From obtained
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exosomal pellet, miRNAs was isolated using miRNA isolation kit and their expression
level was quantified using TaqMan based RT-qPCR. Further, the relative expression
study will be carried out to delineate the expression profile of miRNAs under casecontrol study. The preliminary finding shows detectable expression of miR-21, -26a
and -146a in BAL samples with comparative concentration to sample volume input
ratio ranging from 0.747 to 0.503 (comparative quantitation take off Ct value = 19.7
to 19.1) for miR-21, 0.254 to 1.347 (23.6 to 21.9) for miR-26a and 0.233 to 0.396 (22.6
to 22.2) for miR-146a, respectively.
The present methodological approach will contribute to the previous and current
ongoing lab research in the field of lung inflammatory diseases and would help in
understanding its regulation at systemic as well as local level.
The author would like to thank to the collaborators at Department of Respiratory
Diseases and tuberculosis for kind provision of biological samples and also to
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry for granting the possibility to use the
ultracentrifuge facility.

Key Words: Lung inflammatory disease, branchoalveloar lavage, exosomes, microRNA, RT-qPCR, expression profiling.
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On
the
Mechanisms
Cardioprotection

of

Silymarin

Induced

Silymarin, the standardised extract of the milk thistle Silibum marianum, is well known
for its hepatoprotective properties. These properties are afforded due to the presence
of a number of bioactive compounds, including (amonst others) silibinin,
dehydrosilybin (DHSB), and quercetin. Several recent studies suggest that silymarin is
cardioprotective. The mechanism, however, remains largely unexplored. In this
ongoing study, we apply techniques from the molecular biologist’s toolbox, including
reporter assays, western blotting and calcium probing, to explore the mechanism by
which these compounds protect the heart from ischemic injury.
Previous studies show that quercetin and DHSB are protecitve in cultured
cardiomyocytes, while silybin is not. We have gone on to show that in H9c2 cells, non
of the three compounds increased expression of luciferase from a CRE promoter or
significantly affect levels of Akt or CREB. Luciferase expression following treatment
with isoproteranol, on the other hand, was enhanced by quercetin and DHSB.
Curiously, both of these compounds caused

immediate, marked alterations in

calcium trafficking within the cells. This change manifested itself as a reduction in the
intraorganellar calcium concentration with an apparent increase in nuclear and
cytoplasmic calcium concentration.
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Our current hypothesis is that, amongst other mechanisms, quercetin and DHSB
increase nuclear calcium concentrations, increasing transcription from CRE promoter.
How these compounds cause the changes in calcium signalling remains the subject of
ongoing research.

Key Words: Silymarin, Dehydrosilybin, Quercetin, ischemic preconditioning, H9c2.
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Determination of biotransformation
biological and analytical methods

enzymes

by

During my postdoctoral position in Pharmacology and Toxicology Research Group I
shall deal with study of pharmacological activity of small molecules, principally
ADME/TOX at molecules with anti-tumour, anti-infectious and anti-inflammatory
effect in model systems of tissue cultures by analytical method of

RapidFire

technology and its integration into robotic platform for high-throuput. ADME
(absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion) and TOX methods describe the
optimally pharmacokinetic facilities of drugs in pre-clinical drug development.
Further I shall study mechanisms of resistance to anticancer drugs – participation of
transport and biotransformation enzymes (mRNA level, activity and protein level) in
colorectal and other cancer tissues. The cytochrome P450s (superfamily of
monooxygenases) are the major enzymes involved in drug metabolism and
bioactivation of several drugs and molecules (Phase I and II enzymes).
Other part of our interest will be aimed to vitamin D receptor (VDR) in regulation of
intestinal drug metabolizing enzymes. VDR regulates the expression of drug
biotransformation enzymes and transporters in intestine. We will use colon carcinoma
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cell line and will study effect of VDR on expression of its target genes (cytochrome
P450s).

Key Words: ADME/TOX, RapidFire, cytochrom P450, VDR.
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Novel therapeutic approaches in prostate cancer

The laboratory of genome integrity is focused on research of several tightly
orchestered mechanisms that play crucial role in preventing and repairing DNA
damage. The loss of intactness of genetic information due to physicochemical
damage of DNA is manifested as diseases including cancer and ageing. Specifically
the group is focused on posttranslational modifications, mechanisms of DNA damage
and cell cycle checkpoint recovery after successful DNA repair, mechanisms of cellular
response to chronic irreparable DNA damage manifested as irreversible cell cycle
arrest, role of DNA damage –activated expression of secreted factors (cytokines) and
the impact of the above mechanisms on cancer and ageing.
During my PhD studies I was working on research of the major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) molecules. These molecules are key players in the adaptive immune
responses. However, they are also implicated in the pathogenesis of autoimmune
diseases. Project was focused on gaining insight into the structure of the complexes,
on revealing the importance of transmembrane regions and proteolytic enzymes in
the complex maturation process. MHC class molecules also present tumor antigens,
which

are

subsequently

recognized

by

cytotoxic

T

lymphocytes.
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tumorigenesis, however, tumor cells acquire mutations that help them evade
recognition by immune system.
Currently I am involved in two projects, one of them is about repurposing of the old
drug against alcoholism, disulfiram. Recent studies have disclosed anticancer activity
of this drug. Disulfiram is highly toxic to wide range of cancer cells in vitro but not to
normal cells. It also potentiates the cytotoxic effects of other anticancer drugs. We
will conduct experiments that will help us to find out the exact molecular mechanism
by which is disulfiram effective against cancer.
Second project is about prostatic cancer and its means of treatment. Prostate cancer
is one of the most common cancers in males. A combination of androgen deprivation
and radiotherapy is standard treatment of prostate cancer, although there is a lack of
validated mechanistic understanding of the cellular and molecular basis for such
therapeutic effects. There are numerous intriguing questions to be answered, in
which we will also participate. Ultimate goal is to use this new knowledge into more
efficient therapies for prostate cancer.

Key Words: DNA damage, cell cycle checkpoints, MHC class molecules, disulfiram,
prostate cancer, androgen deprivation, radiotherapy.
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Diagnostics of RAS oncogenes in mCRC with ultradeep amplicon sequencing

Metastatic colorectal carcinoma (mCRC) is one of the most common cancer. The
identification of KRAS codons 12 and 13 mutations status as a predictive biomarker
for anti-EGFR therapy in mCRC represents a major breakthrough in personalized
medicine. Nevertheless, not all mCRC patients with wild-type KRAS codons 12, 13
benefit from the biological therapy. Recent studies have assessed the value of further

KRAS and NRAS mutations screened by WAVE DHPLC technology as a predictive
marker in mCRC patients. The aim of our study was to find out whether amplicon
ultra-deep next-generation sequencing (NGS) using Illumina MiSeq platform would
be a viable method for a sensitive detection of minority RAS mutations in genes KRAS
(codons 59, 61, 117, and 146) and NRAS (codons 12, 13, 59, 61, 117, and 146).
The amplicons (189 - 284 bp) for exons 2, 3, and 4 of RAS genes were designed using
Primer3. Pair-end read 2x150 bp protocol was used for amplicon sequencing. Data
were processed using MiSeq Reporter and Excel VBA scripting, the detection limit for
the somatic mutation call was set to 1%.
We have identified 23 samples with minority RAS mutations out of 61 KRAS-codon12, 13-wild-type samples. The RAS mutation status was partially confirmed by
homemade CADMA PCR and/or DiaCarta qPCR. Control samples with 50% frequency
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of defined mutation in NRAS codon 61 (Q61K, Q61L, and Q61H) were correctly
identified with 48.6%±1.4% mutation frequency.
NGS is a suitable method for direct detection of minority mutations in RAS genes.
Often, the frequency of somatic mutation in sample was between 1 - 5 %, what is the
unknown zone of anti-EGFR treatment clinical efficiency. Therefore, thorough clinical
research of these patients is necessary. The quality of DNA is crucial when amplicons
are longer. Comparing to other methods the NGS is significantly more laborious,
therefore the automation of sample preparation is strongly advisable for routine
diagnostics. The disadvantage of NGS is high investment cost; however, if more
samples are investigated at the same time, the price per sample is significantly
reduced.

Key Words: NRAS, KRAS, next-generation sequencing, amplicon, colorectal
carcinoma, anti-EGFR therapy, prediction.
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Pyrimidine derivatives as potential inhibitors of RAGE
signaling

RAGE (Receptor for Advanced Glycation End Products) is a multiligand cell surface
receptor that belongs to the immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily. RAGE was primarily
identified as a receptor for the heterogeneous advanced glycation end products
(AGEs), which are generated by non-enzymatic glycation and oxidative processes
under hyperglycemic conditions and cause various diabetic complications. Apart from
diabetes, RAGE is implicated in the regulation of diverse physiological and
pathological conditions such as cancer, neurodegenerative diseases or inflammation.
Under normal physiological conditions except during embryonic development there
is low RAGE expression. However, RAGE overexpression in diseased tissues is typical
for most RAGE related pathogenic states, which supports the posibility that RAGE can
serve as a promising therapeutic target. RAGE signaling is rather complex and
comprises activation of heterogenous transcription factors playing key role mainly in
immune response and inflammation. Probably most important is activation of NfκB.
In our chemical library, we have identified group of compounds structurally related
to pyrimidine, which exert considerable anti-inflamatory effects and some of them are
highly efficient RAGE signaling inhibitors. By using pathway sensor cell lines derived
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from C6 cells it was evidenced that certain compounds almost fully inhibit key
signaling pathway (NFκB, MAPK/JNK a JAK/STAT3) of RAGE signaling.

Key Words: RAGE receptor, pyrimidine derivatives, RAGE signaling, pathway sensor
cell line, C6 cells.
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Analytical methods in evaluation of seed dormancy and
pod dehiscence in legumes

The contribution deals with the potential of mass spectrometry, particularly matrix
assisted laser desorption ionization high resolution tandem mass spectrometry
(MALDI-HRTMS) for evaluation of seed dormancy and pod dehiscence in pea. The
surface of seed coats of thirteen varieties of pea with different degree of dormancy
were analyzed. The raw mass spectra were inspected by principal components
analysis (PCA). Segregation of dormant and non-dormant samples was observed in
the related plots. MALDI-HRTMS appeared to be a useful tool for study of relations of
dormancy and composition of seed coats. At present, elucidation of structure of
compounds responsible for dormancy is in progress. Beside, principal component
analysis of data provided by infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) allowed also some
segregation of dormant and non-dormant varietis. FTIR can thus serve as reference
technique to MALDI-HRTMS experiments.
Introduction: Timing of seed germination is one of the key steps in plant life. It
determines when plants enter natural or agricultural ecosystems and it is a basis for
crop production. In the wild, many seeds will only germinate after certain conditions
have passed, or after the seed coat is physically damaged. In contrast, crops tend to
germinate as soon as they are wet and planted. On the other hand, too low seed
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dormancy levels reduce the quality of seeds and trigger pre-harvest sprouting,
causing yield losses in cereals. Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization have proved
to be useful technique for direct study of chemical composition of surfaces (e.g. plant
tissues). This contribution deals with the non-targeted chemical characterization of
pea seed coats with respect to dormancy.
Experimental: Seed coats were kindly provided by Dr. Petr Smýkal from Department
of Botany of Faculty of Science, Palacký University Olomouc. Seed coats were
carefully separated from the rest of seed. Small parts of seeds (approx. 1.5x1.5 mm
pieces) were fixed on MALDI target using a commercially available two side gluing
tape, covered by spray technique with matrix (THAP) and analyzed by MALDI-HRTMS
(Synapt G2-S, Waters). The raw data were consequently studied by Principal
component analysis by means of MarkerLynx XS software (Waters). FT-IR
spectrometer Nicolet 6700 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used for comparative
measurements.
Obtained results: MALDI experiments were performed on coats of 13 seed species of
pea in order to investigate if it is possible to separate dormant and non dormant
species, namely Cameor; P. Fulvum 2140; P sativum Iran; CV terno, L 100; Duhav;
JI1794; PI 314007; JI 281; VIR 320; JI 64 and JI 94. Although the separation is not
complete, the segregation of dormant and non-dormant samples was observed in
the related PCA plot. Note that segregation is not related to color of seeds
(pigmented as well as non-pigmented varieties can be distinguished). PCA analysis
also revealed signals in mass spectra possibly contributing to the segregation. At
present structural elucidation of compounds responsible for dormancy is in progress.
Interestingly, also some signals in FTIR spectra are in a certain relation to dormancy.
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However, more experiements are required to prove statistically the potential of FTIR
for the dormancy evaluation.

Key

Words:

Matrix

assisted

laser

desorption
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infrared

spectroscopy, FTIR, pea seeds, dormancy, seed coat, comparative chemical analysis,
principal component analysis, PCA ,chemical characterization.
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Methods for the accurate description of Platinum-DNA
interaction

Paul Ehrlich, who initiated an extensive search for the “Zauberkugel” a selective antiinfective drug in the beginning of the 20th century, introduced the age of inorganic
chemotherapeutics.[1] Sixty years later Rosenberg discovered the biological activity of
cis-diamminedichloridoplatin(II) and in 1969 reported its anti-tumor activity in
mice.[2] Meanwhile Iridium, Rhodium, Ruthenium, Gold and other transition metal
complexes have been screened for cytostatic and cytotoxic activity on cancer cells,
some of them with very promising results.[3,4,5]
Cisplatin is still a widely used chemotherapeutic drug in case of cancer, but due to
serious adverse effects the search for new platinum compounds with increased
selectivity for cancer cells is continued.
Molecular modeling is a powerful tool to support and guide this research. As the
accurate description of transition metal complexes puts high demands on the applied
methods, we created a representative dataset of platinum complexes and performed
a thorough benchmarking of available ab initio methods. For the future we are
aiming on the detailed description of the interaction between Platinum complexes
and biomolecules by QM/MM methods.
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[1] Sörgel, F., Bulitta, J., Landersdorfer, C., Keppler, B. Nachrichten aus der Chemie,
52:777-782, 2004.
[2] Rosenberg, B. Vancamp, L., Trosko, J.E., Mansour, V.H. Nature, 222:385-386, 1969.
[3] Kokoschka, M., Bangert, J.-A., Stoll, R., Sheldrick, W.S. Eur. J. Inorg. Chem., 10:15071515, 2010
[4] Ott, I., Gust, R. Arch. Pharm. Chem. Life Sci., 340:117-126, 2007
[5] Meyer, A., Bagowski, C.P., Kokoschka, M., Stefanoupoulou, M., Alborzinia, H., Can,
S., Vlecken, D.H., Sheldrick, W.S., Wölfl, S., Ott, I. Angewandte Chemie Int. Ed.,
51:8895-8899, 2012
Key Words: DNA, Cisplatin, Cytotoxic Platinum complexes, Cancer Chemotherapy,
QM, SQM, DFT, MD.
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Ceramide behaviour
dynamics simulations
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by

molecular

Stratum corneum (SC) is the uppermost layer of skin. It is according to the generally
accepted brick-and-mortar model composed of dead dried cells, called corneocytes,
with space in between them filled by a hydrophobic matter composed mainly of
ceramides, free fatty acids and cholesterol. Although this matter is a subject of
extensive studies its arrangement is not known and there are several different
theories trying to describe it. My experience with computational simulations of
biological membranes, especially with thylakoid membrane, may become useful in
this project. I also worked on in silico studies of proteins, what may be useful when
my system will be enriched by skin protein, keratin.
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a theoretical method that traces a movement of atoms
by solving equations of motion for every particle of the system in every time. It was
shown that MD provide reliable results if not only individual atoms are treated as
particle, but only is a cluster of several atoms, called a bead, acts as a particle. The
later technique is called coarse-grained MD. We decided to test stability of SC models
by coarse-grained MD simulations. This method was chosen because it enables to
trace the movement of molecules with almost atomistic resolution and it can be
performed over long-enough time to see the dynamics of the membrane. To be able
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to do so, coarse-grained force field parameters for ceramides had to be introduced.
The new force field parameters are supposed to be compatible with the widely used
Martini force field and should be able to reproduce not only area per lipid and
electron density profiles of ceramide bilayer, but they are more importantly able to
reproduce correct phase behaviour of ceramides. This means that the fully hydrated
bilayer at the room temperature has a lamellar arrangement with the liquid-crystalline
core sandwiched between gel edges.
In the following part of the project the model of SC will be constructed and its various
models will be tested to see, which is closest to reality.
Key Words: molecular dynamics, coarse-grain, ceramide, stratum corneum, force
field parametrization.
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Functional expression of PqqE from Methylobacterium
extorquens AM1 in Escherichia coli

I am professional in the field of Molecular Biology. All of my research works have
been

focusing

on

using

genetic

engineering

as

the

tools

for

studying

microorganisms, especially bacteria. In the past experiences, I worked on the genetic
manipulation of Gluconobacter frateurii to improved the production of 5-keto-Dgluconic acid (5KGA) at higher cultivating temperature. Then I started to study on the
thermotolerant mechanism of a thermotolerant Acetobacter pasturianus when I
became a post-doctoral researcher at Yamaguchi University. For the POST-UP II
project, I am working on the Pyrroloquinoline Quinone (PQQ) production project
under the supervision of Assoc.Prof. Dr. Jitka Frebortova in co-operation with Prof. Dr.
Hirohide Toyama of the University of the Ryukyus, Japan. I also have Emeritus Prof.
Dr. Katsuyuki Tanizawa as my project advisor. The project has the aim to study on
PQQ production pathway. The biosynthesis of PQQ is a complex process and in

Methylobacterium extorquens AM1 and it is catalyzed by the gene products of
pqqABCDE and pqqFG, in which all of the carbon and nitrogen atoms in PQQ derive
from a conserved tyrosine and glutamate in the peptide substrate PqqA. The pqqE
gene is believed to involve in the first reaction of PQQ biosynthesis pathway is in our
interest. To understand how PqqE reacts on PqqA, we are attempting to overexpress
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pqqE gene in E. coli and purify it to obtain in functional form. PqqE is a redical Sadenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) enzyme which is strickly sensitive to the presence of
O2. Therefore, purification of PqqE was done under anaerobic condition. The purified
PqqE showed the properties indicating it is the enzyme with Fe-S cluster as predicted.
We are now trying to elucidate that PqqE can react on SAM and catalize the
formation of L-methionine and 5‘-deoxyadenosyl radical to confirm that it is fuctional.
Then PqqE will be used to react with PqqA peptide and the product of the reaction
will be analyzed.

Key Words: Gene expression, Methylobacterium extorquens AM1, PQQ, PqqE,
Radical-SAM enzyme.
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Mathematical Logic and Knowledge Representation in
AI

My professional specialization is in Mathematical Logic, in particular the fields of
Mathematical Fuzzy Logic and Modal Logic. The former one is a mathematical and
rather formal approach to the field of Fuzzy Logic, that is widely studied in Artificial
Intelligence, but often with more attention to real applications than to formal issues.
The second one is an expansion of propositional logic by means of the so-called
„modal operators“ and it is also widely used in Computer Sciences both for formally
studing properties of programs and for representing knowlwdge.
My main research field are the so-called „Fuzzy Description Logics“ (FDLs). FDLs are a
logic-based knowledge representation formalism, whose aim is to search for a fair
trade-off between expressivity and computational complexity. In their classical
version, Description Logics are used for representing structured knowledge and
calculate hidden information from known data in structured data bases (often called
„knowledge bases“). The framework of Fuzzy Description Logics constitutes an
attempt to represent vague knowledge, often arising from real applications e.g. in
Biology or Medicine. My studies on FDLs are however oriented to the formal side,
rather than to applications. In this field I have indeed studied the computational
properties related to decidability and computational complexity of different FDLs.
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Before coming to the Palacký University in Olomouc, I have obtained my PhD at the
Institute for Research on Artificial Intelligence of the Spanish Academy of Sciences
(IIIA-CSIC) with a doctoral thesis titled “Fuzzy Description Logic from a Mathematical
Fuzzy Logic point of view”, that is an attempt to study the already existing framework
of FDL under a most formal approach.
Currently, I am working at the Department of Computer Sciences in the Faculty of
Sciences of the Palacký University in Olomouc. The group where I am currently
working is specialized on Formal Concept Analysis and Fuzzy Logic. Formal Concept
Analysis is a formalism aimed to formalize the knowledge present in data bases and
reason with it. In this sense it is a quite powerful alternative approach to knowledge
representation and reasoning. The approach of the group to Fuzzy Logic is also very
general and formally and mathematically well grounded.

Key Words: Mathematical Logic, Fuzzy Logic, Fuzzy Description Logics, Modal Logic.
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Dispersion
imaging

control

in

high-resolution

correlation

Holographic imaging represents a reliable and fast method to obtain the complete
three dimensional information about an object from a single recording. The
incoherent digital hologram means that incoherent light beams emitted or reflected
by the real object interfere with each other. The resulting interferogram is recorded
by a digital camera and processsed to obtain a hologram. The reconstruction of this
hologram using a computer leads to 3D images of the object.
One type of incoherent digital hologram is the Fresnel incoherent correlation
hologram (FINCH) (1). This method is based on a single channel on-axis incoherent
interferometer and the object is correlated with quadratic phase functions but the
correlation is carried out without any movement and without multiplexing the image
of the scene. Generally, in the FINCH system light is reflected or emitted from a 3D
object, propagates through a spatial modulator and is recorded by a digital camera.
Each spherical beam originated from each object point is split into two spherical
beams with two different curve radiuses. Incoherent sum of the entire interferences
between all the couples of spherical beams creates the Fresnel hologram of the 3D
object and reconstructing the hologram in the computer reveals the 3D properties of
the object.
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Due to the great potential to obtain images with very good resolution of 3D objects
with few recordings, it is very important to ensure that the processing algorithms and
recording conditions are optimal. In the earlier implementation of the method (2), the
holograms had long reconstruction distances due to the relative curvatures of the
two spherical waves and the minimum curvatures enabled by optical elements used
for obtaining the hologram. In the newer approaches (3), the use of spherical waves
of similar curvatures improves the signal-noise ratio and it is predicted (4) that there
are upper and lower limits beyond the which the hologram quality is degraded (poor
contrast, significant amount of noise and spurious background signal or contrast
reversal).
If broadband light is used in correlation imaging, the image quality is affected also by
the dispersion effects that prevent reaching the physical resolution limits (5). Our
research targets are related to the study of possible methods of dispersion
elimination that could allow the design of optical systems which permit to implement
high-resolution white light correlation imaging. More concrete, our work will be
focused on computer simulations using scientific software (VirtualLab) intended to
achieve dispersion compensation of the spatial light modulator. Another direction of
research refers to new methods for the reconstruction of holograms that could allow
an increased quality of the hologram.
References
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Key Words: Computer holography, diffractive optics, digital holography, holographyc
interferometry, three dimensional image processing.
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Nuclear Forward Scattering as a tool for in-situ
experiments

Nuclear Forward Scattering is a physical experimental method belonging to the
family of hyperfine methods which is based on observation of Mössbauer effect.
Incident radiation is scattered by nuclei ensemble exhibiting hyperfine splitting and
the delayed photons are acquired to resulting interferogram. This interferograms
provide information on valence state and magnetic and structural ordering as
Mössbauer spectroscopy.
Thanks to the enormous intensity of synchrotron radiation the resonant photon flux
is of such intensity that an interferogram of relevant statistic can be acquired in the
time of tens of seconds. Such high count rate makes the nuclear forward scattering a
powerful tool for in-situ experiments. One example is observation of the
nanocrystalization of iron based amorphous metals where the disorder of melt is
quenched in the material. This materials are under interest mainly as a soft magnetic
materials offering decrease of energy losses in electric transformers. Magnetic
properties are strongly coupled to the atom arrangement in the material. Overcoming
critical temperature causes partial reordering of the atoms and nanocrystals grow in
the amorphous matrix. This transformation was inspected by NFS and the growing
mechanism was observed.
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NFS was also successfully employed for investigation of high valent iron compounds.
Potassium ferrate K2FeO4 contain an iron in the oxidation state VI and it decomposes
in humidity or in increased temperature to iron III. NFS provides an information on
details of the transformation process which can lead to proper understanding of one
and two electron oxidation processes in high valent iron compounds.
Key Words: nuclear forward scattering, nuclear resonant scattering, amorphous
metals, ferate, in-situ, hyperfine field.
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Who moved my eggs? An experimental test of the
arrangement hypothesis.

Avian brood parasitism is a peculiar strategy where hosts pay the costs associated
with the care of foreign offspring. Brood parasites negatively affect host fitness and
consequently hosts have evolved multiple defensive mechanisms. The vast majority of
research attention to date has examined host defenses against parasitic eggs. A
recently proposed hypothesis, the egg arrangement hypothesis, suggests that hosts
may not focus solely on individual egg comparisons but that the arrangement of the
entire clutch may also provide a cue that a parasitism event has occurred. Recent
correlative research has found that females that maintain consistent clutch
arrangement tend to eject foreign egg models more frequently than females that
have relatively inconsistent clutch arrangement. Although a number of metrics of
consistency were initially measured, consistency in the distance between the nest
center and each egg’s blunt pole, and the angle between the long axes of two
arbitrary eggs seemed to best predict egg rejection behaviour. Here, we provide the
first experimental test for this hypothesis, by artificially parasitizing a nest where we
either disrupted the egg arrangement to a certain extent, or left the eggs untouched.
In contrast to previous results, we found that hosts more rapidly ejected egg models
when the angles of the long axes of the eggs were more disrupted, and when this
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disruption was evenly distributed across all eggs, hosts tended to respond to the
parasitism event by rejecting the egg models. This study provides the first
experimental support for the egg arrangement hypothesis.

Key Words: blackbird, brood parasitism, clutch arrangement, image processing,
ornithology, recognition
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Provenance and stratigraphic study of sedimentary
archives

POST–UP II project at Department of Geology is predominantly focused on the
complex research of sedimentary archives. The research focus can be divided into two
groups. The first group evolves questions, which have already been put in my
dissertation and includes provenance, stratigraphic and facies studies of deep-water
turbiditic sediments. Another part of the research is coupled with sedimentarypetrological studies of sediments of Quaternary continental glaciation (the Northern
Moravia and Silesia) and shallow subsurface geophysical profiling in the
Hornomoravský úval and the Moravská brána using refraction seismic method. This
part of the research is also connected with supervision of bachelor and diploma
thesis. A range of methods of sedimentary analyses are used. Petrophysical methods
include measurement of physical properties of rocks (gamma-ray spectrometry,
magnetic susceptibility). Mineral and chemical composition of the sediments is
investigated using optical and electron microscopy and X-ray powder diffraction.
Interpretation of source material, which constitutes studied rocks, is based on clasts
and heavy minerals analyses. Depositional environment and genesis of sediments are
interpreted using facial, grain size, analyses of shape and roundness of clasts, etc.
Obtained results will be consulted with inland and abroad specialists. For this reason,
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internship will take place at the Department of Geodynamics and Sedimentology at
the University of Vienna (April 2014) under the guidance of Prof. Michael Wagreich.
Plans for the next year also include presentation of results at the international (IAS
Congress in Geneva) and inland conferences (Central European Meeting of
Sedimentary Geology in Olomouc) and in the journal Marine and Petroleum Geology
with IF 2.111.
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Quaternary, provenance.
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Quantum mechanics

My current work is concerned with observables in quantum mechanics that exhibit
complementarity. This is a fundamental property held by certain physical quantities
for which a measurement of one observable implies maximum uncertainty about the
possible outcome of a subsequent measurement of another observable.
One way to express complementarity for a pair of observables is to say their
eigenstates (measurement outcomes) form a pair of mutually unbiased bases. The
main focus of my research investigates the existence problem of mutually unbiased
bases in non-prime-power dimensions. While it is known that complete sets of
mutually unbiased bases exist when the dimension of the space is a prime or prime
power, it is not known how many exist in other dimensions. Over the last few years I
have focused on the existence problem of mutually unbiased bases in the simplest
open case, dimension six. Explicitly, we ask: is there a set of seven mutually unbiased
bases in a Hilbert space of dimension six?
While this is predominantly a mathematical problem, there are also many related
physical applications too, especially in the field of quantum information. The
existence of complete sets of mutually unbiased bases plays an important role in
optimal state reconstruction, quantum cryptography and entanglement detection,
thus it is worthwhile from a physical perspective to find complete sets if they exist.
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Furthermore, the existence problem is related to various other mathematical
structures. For example, a solution would simultaneously solve a much older problem
on the existence of orthogonal decompositions of the special linear Lie algebra.
In our recently published papers we exploit the product structure of the Hilbert Space
in dimension six by considering bases which consist entirely of separable states,
complementing recent studies on the entanglement structure of mutually unbiased
bases in composite dimensions. This work opens up avenues for new research that I
would like to pursue. In particular, I hope to generalise some of our non-existence
results to arbitrary non-prime-power dimensions. In addition, I would like to spend
more time investigating the entanglement content of mutually unbiased bases as this
could be fruitful towards a proof of the (non-) existence of complete sets for
composite dimensions.
During my stay in Olomouc I hope to continue with this research while branching into
other related areas of quantum information. I will be working on topics in quantum
information involving conitnuous quantum variables, and, in particular, investigating
the entanglement properties of certain quantum states. This work will be done mainly
in collaboration with Dr Ladislav Mista.
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On-chip photonic quantum simulatons

The idea of employing well-controlled quantum systems to "simulate" complex
quantum matter was first put forward by Richard Feynamn in a keynote speech in
1981. Since then a lot of efforts has been devoted to propose various physical setups
and scenarios for physical realization of such "qauntum simulators" that promise to
revolutionize computing technologies by allowing us to address otherwise intractable
problems of Nature.
Among such proposals, the idea of using “photons” as particles in a quantum
simulator has received growing attention in recent years. According to this idea, a
photon lattice is created with an array of cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED)
elements, each consisting of a photonic cavity coupled strongly to a two-level system,
or qubit. Systems consisting of up to three coupled cavities have been realized for
quantum-information processing, and early proposals consider using larger arrays as
a possible quantum-computing architecture, but a lattice-based quantum simulator
of this type remains yet to be realized.
The superconducting circuit architecture is an attractive candidate for realizing such
lattices due to the flexibility afforded by lithographic fabrication and the relative ease
of attaining strong coupling regime. Such CQED lattices have been predicted to
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exhibit a wide variety of collective phenomena, including a superfluid–Mott-insulator
transition, macroscopic quantum self-trapping, fractional quantum Hall physics, and
possible fermionization of photons. Because the quantum particles in these
simulators are circuit excitations rather than physical particles subject to conservation
laws, superconducting simulators provide a complement to ultracold atoms by
naturally accessing non-equilibrium physics.
Our research team consisting of several scientific partners throughout Europe (the
Palacky headquarter led by Prof. Tomas Opatrny and the Spanish side at the
University of the Basque Country led by Prof. Enrique Solano) focuses on developing
flexible numerical benchmarks for exploring the quantum dynamics of such cavity
quantum simulators under realistic experimental conditions. This may pave the way
for physical realization of novel quantum devices and problem solvers that potentially
outperform the existing classical counterparts.

Key Words: Quantum computers, quantum simulators, quantum entanglement,
strongly correlated systems, light-matter interaction, superconducting circuits, tensor
networks, cavity lattices.
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Measurements of Spectra of the Top Quark with the
ATLAS Detector

The ATLAS apparatus is one of the multipurpose high-energy physics detectors built
around the LHC collider at CERN. Besides the intensive search for explicit signatures
of new physics, precision tests the standard model of the microcosm offer the
opportunity to see deviations from expected distributions e.g. in measurement of
shapes of differential spectra of pairs of the heavies quark, the top quark. Because of
its large mass, it can play a special role in the mechanism of the electroweak
symmetry breaking. Recent improved theoretical predictions on shapes of various
spectra offer the possibility to test the predictions of the perturbative quantum
chromodynamic (pQCD) as well as test the ability of several event generators at
different level of precision to describe these observables, which is important for
modelling the top-antitop process where it is a background to new physics searches.
Techniques used to select, reconstruct and correct measured spectra will be
discussed, with the outlook to possibilities offered by higher-intensity running of the
LHC.

Key Words: high energy physics, top-quark, QCD, differential spectra, unfolding.
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Efficient Amplification of Photonic Qubits by Optimal
Quantum Cloning

We demonstrate a phase-independent quantum amplifier of a polarization qubit
which can outperform the heralded qubit amplifier [S. Kocsis et al., Nat. Phys. 9, 23
(2013)]. It employs the multi-functional cloner in 1 to 2 copying regime, capable of
providing approximate copies of qubits given by various probability distributions, and
is optimized for distributions with axial symmetry. The direct application of the
proposed solution is possible in quantum technologies, doubling the range where
quantum information is coherently broadcast. It also outperforms natural nonlinear
amplifiers that use stimulated emission in bulk nonlinear materials. We consider the
amplifier to be an important tool for amplifying quantum information sent via
quantum channels with phase-independent damping.

Key Words: quantum amplification, quantum cloning, quantum information, qubit.
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Optical sorting due to optical binding

When several (micro/nano) particles are illuminated by intense laser fields there exist
also additional optical forces between the particles induced by scattered fields. This
effect is called optical binding and the particles due to their mutual forces induced by
light may create optically bound structure. As these forces are of second order (in
comparison to forces induced by the incident fields) they are very sensitive to size or
shape of the particles.
I have been developing a computer code to study these optical forces. This code is
based on the Coupled dipole method (CDM) and enables us to study optical forces
acting on particles of arbitrary shape in many particles configurations.
Moreover I can simulate how the differences of sizes or composition influences the
formation of spatial stable separations.
Even small changes in the limits of particle-size distribution of used particles may lead
to experimentally verifiable differences. These results may serve for detection of
particles of different composition or shape. For example the configuration of "Optical
tractor beam" offers another and simple means of optical sorting.

Key Words: optical sorting, optical binding, optical tweezers.
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To Slip or to Stick?

I obtained my Master as well as Ph.D. degree at Faculty of Mathematics and Physics
of Charles University in Prague, where I studied computational mathematics. Still
during my studies, I stayed at INSA-Lyon in France several times and I collaborated
with Manufacture Française des Pneumatiques Michelin. After defending my Ph.D.
thesis in September 2011, I came at INSA-Lyon for an eleven-month post-doctoral
stay funded by Michelin.
I have been working at Department of Mathematical Analysis and Applications of
Mathematics of Palacký University in Olomouc since September 2012, first as a senior
assistant professor, now as a post-doc. Besides other computational mathematicians,
there are colleagues specialised in mathematical modelling, mathematical analysis or
optimisation at the department. These are fields, which is computational mathematics
closely related to, and this gives me quite wide range of possibilities for collaboration.
What I am interested above all is modelling of contact problems. These problems
form a special branch of solid mechanics and their goal is to analyse the behaviour of
loaded deformable bodies that are in mutual contact. The difficulty in the problems is
that it is not known a-priori which parts of the bodies are in mutual contact and
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which of them not. The situation is even more involved when one takes into account
the influence of friction on contacting zones. Then one has to determine in addition
which of the points in contact slip and which of them stick to each other. That is why
the model of contact problems with the so-called Coulomb law of friction, which is
widely accepted, has not been completely resolved yet.

Key Words: Computational mathematics, solid mechanics, contact problem,
Coulomb friction.
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Tolerance Intervals and Univariate Calibration

I conducted my Ph.D. study at the Institute of Measurement Science of the Slovak
Academy of Sciences as an external educational institute of the Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and Information Technology. I was involved in the activities of
Department of Theoretical Methods. The scientific research in the department is
aimed at development of theoretical methods in the area of mathematical statistics
and applied mathematics, with orientation toward problems of measurement and
evaluation of measured data. My research was focused on the statistical calibration.
In my PhD. thesis I dealt with the construction of the simultaneous two-sided
tolerance intervals in a linear regression model with independent normally distributed
errors. A tolerance interval provides information on the entire population; to be
specific, a tolerance interval is expected to capture a certain proportion, or more of
the population, with a given confidence level. Analytic formulas for the tolerance
limits are available in only non-simultaneous cases, for the upper or lower tolerance
limit. It is necessary to use numerical methods for the two-sided tolerance interval
and also for a simultaneous tolerance intervals. A simultaneous tolerance interval can
be used for computing a multiple use confidence interval in the calibration problem.
Multiple use confidence intervals, sequence of intervals for unknown unobserved
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predictor values after observing the corresponding responses are constructed using
the same calibration data.

The known multiple use confidence intervals are

conservative, i.e. they exceeds the prescribed nominal level.

Key Words: Linear regression model, tolerance interval, calibration.
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The influence of additional ligands on iron spin states
in salophen complexes

Nowadays, the technological use of materials with interesting magnetic properties,
dominantly those which can exist in two discrete states, influences the life of all
people in the modern societies. In line with the innovative trends and needs of
miniaturization of electronic devices, the classical magnetic materials nearly reached
the physical limits of their usability and therefore it is imperative to prepare new
materials with interesting magnetic properties that could bring solution to this
problem.
With the aim to contribute to this area, we prepared and thoroughly characterized a
series

of

ternary

iron(II/III)

[Fe(salophen)(L)]•xH¬2O (x=0-1.5),
chelating

complexes,

with

the

general

formula

involving the combination of the tetradentate

salophen

ligand

{2,2'-((1E,1'E)-(1,2-

phenylenebis(azanylylidene))bis(methanylylidene))-diphenolate(2-) and various Ndonor heterocyclic ligands (L=imidazole, 1,2,4-triazol-1-ido(1-), benzo[d][1,2,3]triazol1-ido(1-),

5-aminotetrazol-1-ido(1-),

5-phenyltetrazol-1-ido(1-),

and

5-

methyltetrazol-1-ido(1-)). The oxidation state and spin state of the central atoms in
complexes were determined by Mössbauer spectroscopy and SQUID experiments.
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The results of these studies revealed a remarkable influence of the additional
heterocyclic ligand on the spin state of the central iron atoms. In contrast to the
coordination of triazole and tetrazole derivatives, which led to the formation of highspin iron(III) complexes, the coordination of imidazole led to the formation of iron(II)
complex with the spin state of the central atom. Moreover, X-ray structure of the
imidazole complex was determined by single crystal x-ray analysis. Additionally, the in
vitro cytotoxicity of the compounds was evaluated on a panel of seven human cancer
cell lines.
Key Words: iron complexes, salophen, imidazole, triazole, tetrazole, magnetic
properties, spin states, Mössbauer spectroscopy, SQUID experiments, x-ray structure.
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Applications of Magnetic nanomaterials in Organic
Synthesis – A new generation catalysts

The environmentally friendly methodologies have been the driving force of organic
chemists and scientists in recent years. Attractive and innovative protocols that
nowadays are even part of industrial ventures including nanomaterials, magnetic
nanomaterials and friendly reaction condition’s such as use of Microwave irradiation
technique, aqueous media, and or solvent-free reaction media. These topics have
extensively covered the preparation and design of (nano)materials and their
utilization in heterogeneously catalyzed reactions in organic synthesis. In this talk, my
aim to provide an overview of recent trends from our group in the utilization of novel
methodologies on nanomaterial’s, magnetic nanomaterial’s, (supported metal and
metal oxide nanoparticles and related nanostructures), and their applications in
(oxidations, hydrogenations,

and multicomponent reactions) and other some

important organic reactions.
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Green Organic Synthesis

Selected Publications- M.B. Gawande et al,
Chem. Soc. Rev., 2013, 42, 3371-3393; Green Chem.2013, 15, 682-689; ChemSuSChem
2013, DOI.10.1002/cssc.201300485d ; Chemistry – A Eur. J. 2012, 18, 12628;

Bioorg.

Med. Chem. Lett. 2012, 22, 5727–5730; Chem. Soc. Rev., 2013, 42, 5522-5551; Green
Chem., 2013, 15, 1226-1231.

Key Words: Magnetically recyclable Nanocatalysts, Advanced Materials, Sustainable
organic synthesis, Benign protocos.
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Correlation of singlet oxygen production and ultraweak photon emission in green algea Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii and Arabidopsis thaliana under abiotic
stress

To investigate the use of ultra-weak photon emission as a non-invasive tool for
monitoring the oxidation of biomolecules, the production of singlet oxygen have
been studied under abiotic stresses in model photosythetic organisms such as green
unicellular alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and higher plant Arabidopsis thaliana. In
experiments with Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, heat treatment (40 °C) for a duration
ranging from 0-30 min and singlet oxygen production was studied. The oxidation of
biomolecules, predominantly of lipids and proteins was monitored by ultra-weak
photon emission measured with the employment of highly sensitive charge coupled
device camera and photomultiplier tube. The enhancement in ultra-weak photon
emission by heat treatment correlates with the accumulation of lipid peroxidation
product as measured using thiobarbituric acid assay. The enhancement in production
of singlet oxygen with increasing duration of heat treatment was monitored utilizing
electron paramagnetic resonance spin-trapping spectroscopy. These observations
revealed that the oxidation of biomolecules results in generation of singlet oxygen
which upon recombination can emit ultra-weak photons at the wavelength of 634 nm
and 703 nm. In addition to this, other abiotic stress and production of singlet oxygen
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leading to cell damage have also been studied. The mechanical injury and its
correlation to production of singlet oxygen have been studied in Arabidopsis
thaliana. Results based on confocal laser microscopy and electron paramagnetic
resonance spectroscopy have provided direct evidence on singlet oxygen production
and mechanical injury. The phenomenen was further confirmed by charge coupled
device imaging which have shown a high intensity of ultra-weak photon emission at
the site of mechanical injury.

Key Words: lipid peroxidation; heat treatment; mechanical injury; oxidative
processes; reactive oxygen species; singlet oxygen; chlorophyll; ultra-weak photon
emission.
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Unexpected reaction of oxidation hydrazones cleavage
under basic treatment: evaluation of scope and
limitations

We

surprisingly

discovered

that

hydrazone

contained

4-(4-Formyl-3-

methoxyphenoxy)butyric acid (BAL-linker) on solid support under base treatment
with potassium trimethylsilanolate in organic solvents is converted to unexpected
product with very high purity. Further studies demonstrated this product is BAL-linker
with aldehyde group oxidized to carboxylic function. Also we showed that “hydrazine”
part of starting hydrazone remains in solution, but the hydrazon group is cleaved.
Moreover, it was founded that this reaction doesn’t proceed in solution as well as on
solid phase in inert atmosphere, so, oxygen absorbed on solid support is required as
an oxidizer.
Experiments with different substrates demonstrated that reaction of oxidative
cleavage of hydrazones gives the better yields if starting hydrazone contains
electron-donating or weak electron-withdrawal groups in “hydrazine” part and
electron-donating groups in ”aldehyde” part.
Studies of BAL-hydrazones stability on solid support showed that hydrazone bond
remains unaffected under treatment with weak acids and bases, reduction agents
(e.g. sodium borohydride), alkali in presence of water. Hence, reaction of oxidative
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cleavage of hydrazones could be used for development of traceless linkers as well as
for conversion of aldehydes to carboxylic acids in very mild conditions.

Key Words: Solid Phase Organic Synthesis, aldehyde oxidation, hydrazones.
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Phytochemical Investigations
Metabolites to Plant Hormones

-

from

Secondary

Most of the techniques in phytochemical analysis are cumbersome and tasking; they
require detailed understanding of phytoconstituents, their activities and structures.
Starting research carrier as phytochemist began with isolation and identification of
terpenoids, as one of taxonomical chemomarkers, of endemic plant species from
Balkan Peninsula in order to classify them in appropriate chemotypes for biodiversity
conservation. Further research was extended to analyses of phenolics in different
plants to achieve bioactivities of these active metabolites, such as antioxidant and
enzymatic. Moreover, during the Ph.D. studies, research was focused on investigation
of reaction mechanisms between coumarins and simple reactive oxygen species.
Opportunity to work in Phytochemistry lab at the Centre of Region Haná for
Biotechnological and Agricultural Research in Olomouc extends the knowledge of
phytochemical analysis, mostly focused on signaling molecules that occurs in
extremely low concentrations in plants. Research in this lab is mostly focused on
isolation

and

quantification

methods

for

two

classes

of

phytohormones,

strigolactones and 2-methylthio cytokinins, as well as cultivation of plants and
bacteria under certain conditions, in order to obtain detectable concentrations of
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these compounds. This research includes extraction with proper solvent, and
purification of crude extract by solid phase extraction on different sorbents.
Quantification

of

target

compounds

from

purified

extract

includes

liquid

chromatography, high- and ultra-performance, coupled with mass spectrometer with
electrospray ionization. Due to the low-concentration of analytes, the complicated
matrix still interferes with the analysis. Therefore, the multiple reactions monitoring
mode with higher selectivity based on the tandem mass spectrometry technique,
which can be performed in either time or space, is used.

Key Words: Essential Oils; Phenolics; Strigolactones; 2-Methylthio cytokinins;
Isolation; Purification; Chromatography; Mass Spectrometry.
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Design and Synthesis of Novel Competitive Inhibitors
of Plant Isopentenyl Transferases (IPTs)

Cytokinins (CKs) are a group of plant growth regulators (hormones) that play a crucial
role in the regulation of the plant cell cycle, as well as numerous developmental and
physiological processes throughout the whole life of plants.
Our knowledge of cytokinin metabolism has greatly progressed in recent decades
due to identification of the key enzymes controling the endogenous cytokinin levels.
The precise balance is achieved by coordination of cytokinin de novo biosynthesis,
interconversions of diverse forms, conjugation, irreversible degradation and also by
transport.
CKs are adenine derivatives substituted at N6 position by either isoprenoid side-chain
or aromatic ring.
The first and the most important step in the biosynthesis of isoprenoid CKs is
catalysed by adenylate dimethylallyltranferase (IPTs, EC 2.5.1.27). The IPTs are
enzymes which use dimethylallyl pyrophosphate as prenyl donor and catalyze
prenylation of adenine nucleotides (ATP/ADP/AMP).

Targeted regulation of IPTs

activity by small molecules in vivo could be of great importance in biotechnological
and agricultural research and applications.
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More than 30 molecules was prepared and tested for IPT inhibition in newly
developed assays. Based on our own structure-activity relationship studies it is
possible to rationalize the structure of new molecules. The idea is to focus on small
compounds with small modifications, using different spacers, different polar and
unpolar groups to improve the inhibition.

Key Words: Cytokinin, isopentenyl transferase, enzyme inhibition, rationalized
design, small molecules.
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Stress responses in alfalfa and barley with focus on
MAPK signalling

Mitogen activated protein kinases (MAPKs) are signaling molecules involved in
transduction of various signals affecting plant life. Plant MAPKs can be activated by
multiple abiotic stimuli such as wounding, drought, cold and salinity. In Medicago
sativa L., SIMK (stress-induced MAPK) was identified as a salt stress- and elicitorinduced MAPK. SIMKK (SIMK kinase) is the upstream activator of SIMK and it
activates SIMK in response to salt stress. CFP-tagged SIMKK and YFP-tagged SIMK
transiently co-expressed in protoplasts and root cells, or stably overexpressed in
Arabidopsis thaliana L. transgenic lines were tested by biochemical and proteomic
analyses. Comparison of two SIMKK-YFP overexpressing lines Y4 and Y11 with wild
type Col-0 and a GFP overexpressing line revealed that line Y4 was more sensitive to
salt because more plants of this line showed dwarfed or completely inhibited growth.
Proteomic analysis was performed to better characterize SIMKK-YFP overexpressor
plants at molecular level. This analysis revealed 22 significantly differentially abundant
proteins in comparison to control Col-0 plants.
Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is one of the founder crops of agriculture, and today it is
the fourth most important cereal grain worldwide. Barley is used as malt in brewing
and distilling industry, as an additive for animal feed, and as a component of various
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food and bread for human consumption. We have investigated the role of barley wild
type cv. Golden Promise (GP) in response to different abiotic stresses. We tested
various treatment conditions of salt, drought, cold and oxidative stress on the barley
GP plants.

Key Words: Arabidopsis, SIMKK, barley, Golden Promise, salt stress, proteomics.
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Molecular diversity analysis of methanogens from fresh
water sediments

Methane is produced by a group of microorganisms known as methanogens as a
byproduct of their metabolic activities under anaerobic conditions. Methane is one of
the most potent gas and contributes in global warming majorly after carbon dioxide.
These methanogens fall into domain archaea but the members of this domain are
quite different from that of bacteria. They are common in wetlands, where they are
responsible for marsh gas, and in the digestive tracts of animals such as ruminants
and humans, where they are responsible for the methane content of belching in
ruminants and flatulence in humans. In marine sediments biomethanation is generally
confined to the sites where sulfate is depleted, below the top layers. One way of
reducing global methane emissions is by reducing the number and ⁄ or activity of
these methanogens. In order to develop successful strategies to reduce enteric
methane, we should have information about the composition and distribution of
methanogen species in different environmental conditions. During my PhD work at
National Dairy Research Institute, Karnal, Haryana, India, majorly we worked on the
molecular approaches to decipher the diversity of methanogens in different breeds of
cattle (Karan Swiss and Karan Fries) and Murrah buffaloes known as Bubalus bubalis.
Also we tried to quantify the major ruminal microbes i.e protozoa, fungi,
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methanogens and total bacteria in ruminal fluids after different herbal and chemical
compounds supplementation. The overall aim of our work is to mitigate the methane
emission in ruminats by manipulating their dietary conditions and thus productivity
enhancement in cattles and buffaloes. During my tenure here at Palacký University as
a postdoc fellow we are focused on studying the molecular methods used to
investigate the methanogens diversity from fresh water sediments and we also want
to know which are the dominant methanogen orders present in these environments.
Also we will try to standardize molecular methods for the quantification of different
orders of methanogens to check the abundance and reduction of particular group of
methanogens under different environmental conditions. These finding will further
open new directions in studying the major group of methanogens which we will find
in our study in more details and check their activities for methane production to
reduce the problem of global warming or culture them in laboratories on large scale
for methane production which will be used as biofuel in future.

Key Words: Methanogens, Methane, Freshwater sediments, Diversity, Quantification,
Molecular methods.
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Generation of Human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells
(iPSCs) by using Human Fibroblast and to differentiate
them into functional Neurons or Glial cells

I did my Ph.D. from H.E.J. Research Institute of Chemistry, International Center for
Chemical and Biological Sciences, University of Karachi, Pakistan in 2008. My area of
research was Biochemistry and I was involved in the structure-activity relation of small
molecules with potential antiinflammatory activity. I was involved in cell-based,
enzyme inhibition assays and in “in vivo” study.
As far my previous research experience is concerned, after my Ph.D. being awarded, I
joined at Department of Immunology, Faculty of Medicine at Palacky University in
2009-2011 as researcher. My project was to determine immune responses against
Mucosal Nano Vaccine Candidate for HIV. Here I got expertise in tissue culture
techniques, molecular biology, protein purification, immunization protocols and
multicolor Flowcytometry.
Next, I joined as postdoctoral fellow at the Department of Microbiology and
Biochemistry, in Biomedicine Centre, Uppsala University from 2011-2012 on project
entitled, Molecular Characterization of the Mutation and Mechanism Causing Greying
with age in Horses. Here I got experience in molecular biology techniques with
respect to melanoma biology.
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Currently, my project at Department of Cell Biology and Genetics is to generate
Human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells (iPSCs) by using Human Fibroblast and to
differentiate them into functional Neurons or Glial cells. Later on, I will analyze the
expression of certain drug metabolizing enzymes and nuclear receptors.
I am conducting my research under the supervision of Dr. Radim Vrzal, who is
Associate Professor at the Department of Cell Biology and Genetics, Faculty of
Science. I have an excellent team of researchers who are delivering their best in their
fields of research.
During my entire career, more than 20 peer reviewed articles were published.
Currently, 2 articles are in process of submission.

Key Words: Jalil, S., Immunology, Palacky University, Biomedicine Center Uppsala,
antiinflammatory, Human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells (hIPSCs).
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Environment Impact Assessment and Management of
Natural Resources

My primary research interest is in the area of Environment Impact Assessment and
Management of Natural Resources. Specifically, I work on Land use/Land cover
change detection, future landscape map generation, Natural and Eco-Environmental
Vulnerability, Coastal (inundation) Risk Assessment, Climate Change: Adaptation,
Sustainable Development and there Impacts on Ecosystem with using active/passive
remote sensing data, socio-economic and other secondary data. My general research
question is how much over ecosystem is sensitive and research results are oriented
decision-making for government or private organizations to batter future
development pathways.
The ongoing research project is a collaborative effort between scientists at the
Palacky University – Czech Republic, NOAA and NASA. The research is focused on
developing new approaches to integrate active and passive microwave remote
sensing data to map hydrologic conditions (soil moisture, vegetation cover and levels
of water inundation) on different land use/cover. This study will provide insights on
how to exploit data that will be collected by NASA’s forthcoming satellite systems.
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In summary, my research plan for near future will be motivated by my present and
previous research as well as my visions for advancement of the human society and
technology.

Key Words: Remote Sensing & GIS, Vulnerability & Risk Assessment, Earth
Science/Observation, Land Use/Cover Change, Geoscience/Geo-informatics, BioGeography, Biodiversity, Ecosystem, Hydrology, Climate Change, Environmental
Impact

Assessment,

Management

of

Natural

Resources,

Management, and Disaster Management.
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Positive and negative development of suburbs –
Olomouc city case study

This study will be focused on interactions between city centre and its hinterland with
emphasis on suburban processes. Approach to the delimitation of suburban zone will
be presented and the study will deal with a concept of compact city. We would like to
apply „local governance“ concept and its impact to transformation of municipalities in
suburban hinterland of cities. Local governance is defined as a process of organizing
and coordination of actors (from private sector - businesses, investors, developers;
from non-profit sector – citizens and local organizations; local government and
authorities – mayors, architects etc.) with the aim of realization of collective action for
the improvement of development of given territory of the lowest hierarchical level
(city and its hinterland), and thus reaching the state of economic, social and territorial
cohesion. We will try to explain how different functioning of "local governance"
affected the morphology of suburbs in the hinterland of the city (case study Olomouc
city and its hinterland). Just synergies and networking between participants of local
governance is crucial factor which has decisive influence on the structure of suburbs.
This study will also include typology of suburbs and indicate positive and negative
examples of effects connected with suburbanization processes. We will also try to
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assess how the transformation of suburbanized municipalities affects its social
climate.

Key Words: suburbanisation, local governance, Olomouc, municipalities.
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Badenian Oysters in Moravian part of the Carpathian
Foredeep: Samples from Olomouc area (Czech
Republic)

My part of the project CZ.1.07/2.3.00/30.0041 is aimed at palaeontology of Cenozoic
Ostreoidea with a special attention paid to systematic, taphonomic and
palaeoecologic analyses of Badenian oysters and oyster buildups in the Carpathian
Foredeep in Moravia and their comparison with other types of Badenian organic
buildups (algal or bryozoan bioherms).
I am a member of Biology Department (Educational Faculty), situated in historical
building, in the center town. The supervisor of this project is doc. Ing. Šarka Hladilová
(Csc), specialist in Neogene palaeontology, mostly in invertebrates systematic and
taphonomy. During my collections analyses I keep in touch also with Tomáš Lehotský
(PhD), from Vlastivědné Muzeum v Olomouci and Vladimíra Jašková (RNDr), from
Muzeum Prostějovska v Prostějově. In the next months I will be in Institute of
Palaeobiology in Warsaw and in Natural History Museum in Vienna to confront and
learn new palaeontological methods of study and work, accompanied by several
conferences.
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I analyse the shape and structure of the fossil oysters shells, using microscope. The
main aim is to understand the principal differences from genus to genus, highlighting
the most important morphological features.
The Badenian Carpathian Foredeep was a peripheral foreland basin in the northwest
Central Paratethys developed at the European plate margin due to Carpathian
accretionary wedge overthrusting and deep subsurface loading. The Badenian oyster
samples analysed come from different Olomouc region localities (Czech Republic)
and adjacent areas, the most important being Hluchov, Laškov, Luleč, Myslejovice,
and the historical Slatinky. The most common oysters assemblage is represented by:

Crassostrea gryphoides, Hyotissa squarrosa, Neopycnodonte navicularis, Ostrea
edulis, Ostrea gingensis, Ostrea lamellosa, Ostrea cf. fimbriata, Ostrea sp. Practically
all the studied specimens manifest intensive bioerosion and bioencrustation traces
caused typically by barnacles, sponges, bryozoans, worms, gastropods and bivalves.
These organisms have affected the oysters, emphasizing structures and furrows along
the entire extension of their shells. We can observe reticular, channel shaped and
punctuate structures, referable to Entobia, Gastrochaenolites and Meandropolydora.
Key Words: Oysters, Miocene, Badenian, Carpathians, Crassostrea gryphoides.
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